STORMS

SONG
“Shake Your Sillies Out” by Raffi, *More Singable Songs* (trk. 13)

STORY
*Clifford and the Big Storm* by Norman Bridwell

SONG
“Jump Up, Turn Around” by Jim Gill, *Sings Moving Rhymes...* (trk. 4)

STORY
*The Big Storm* by Nancy Tafuri

SONG
“Bean Bag Rock” by Giorgiana Stewart, *Bean Bag Activities...* (trk. 3)

STORY
*Soggy Saturday* by Phyllis Root

SONG
“If You’re Happy and You Know It” by Greg and Steve, *We All Live... Vol. 3* (trk. 5)

EXTRA BOOK
*Who Likes Rain* by Wong Herbert Yee

CRAFT
Lightning bolt hanger